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What we have today on the menu – 4 questions

⚫Why to argue for “A Society for All Ages” - and what 
does the approach essentially imply?

⚫Reflections on “Human Rights for Older Persons” - and 
do we really need a UN convention?

⚫ Is the “Retirement Age” concept still a reasonable one 
- socially and economically sound?

⚫How to create and provide age-adequate conditions, 
goods and services - for, with or by older persons?
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Why to argue for “A Society for All Ages” –
and what does the approach essentially imply?

➢What keeps European society together

➢ Important socio-political concepts 

➢Ageing over the life span – as we age 

➢Longevity as an achievement

➢No opposition of generations

➢Ageing images show society’s nature 

➢“A society for all ages” – or “A society for ALL”? 
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Reflections on “Human Rights for Older Persons” –
and do we really need a UN convention?

➢UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights

➢The separation of fundamental rights 

➢Key principles of rights of older persons

➢No court for human rights violations

➢Serious political issue to be addressed

➢Aristotle’s had an idea on justice

➢About the ultimate goal of policies
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Is the “Retirement Age” concept still a reasonable one -
socially and economically sound?

➢ “Retirement age” as a wrong definition

➢Work related capacities are the real issue

➢Volunteer work is not an alternative 

➢Employers to value precious collaborators

➢ “Flexi-Work” approach is very much needed

➢Work conditions to be intelligently adapted

➢Concept of inter-generational cooperation
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How to create and provide age-adequate conditions, 
goods and services - for, with or by older persons?

➢Good old saying: ”One size doesn’t fit all”

➢Older persons shaping goods and services 

➢All stages of creation and monitoring are key 

➢Motto: “Nothing for us without us”

➢Participatory planning “where people live”

➢Full recognition of needs and preference 

➢Strengthen integration and social cohesion
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Some concluding remarks

➢ Insure full human rights implementation for all

➢ Combat rigorously age segregation 

➢ Revise the notion of “retirement” & create “Flexi-Work” 

➢ Let people make sound choices in work 

➢ Creation of better goods and services by users

➢ Improve living environments for all - at any age

➢ Conceive facilities and services to be used by all 
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